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Introduction – Terms & Conditions
Report prepared based on terms & conditions agreed 
with FP Licence Group as sponsor of this iFOCUS report.

Source Data
Data supplied by you. 

Peloton Partners proprietary Top 20% Industry Benchmark.

Definitions
iFOCUS Glossary at end of presentation for definitions of 
technical terms.



iFOCUS - Purpose
The purpose of the iFOCUS (being Step 1 of a 2 Step process) is to:

Establish clear picture of the current business including opinion on
financial & operational performance as the business presents now.

 Benchmark business against appropriate & relevant set of peers
to understand how it performs across key areas.

 Consider initiatives & strategies, that if implemented, will positively 
impact the business across a number of levels.

 Assess the risk & timing of these initiatives &
overall financial impact on the business. 

 Provide direct link into how the iDELIVER (Step 2) 
process could evolve if relevant to your business.



iFOCUS - Scope

This iFOCUS Review…

Is prepared with focus on FY2019, based on guidance provided by you, with further reference to prior year 
data. 

Reviews the key fundamentals of a Wealth Management business, being the Income Statement, Clients, 
Employees & Operating Environment.

Does NOT include a review of the Balance Sheet, Legal Structure or Investment 
Strategies deployed for your clients. 

Relies solely on information provided by you.  We have not requested all possible 
information about your business; only information we believe relevant to the core objectives 
of this review. 

The Financial Analysis, Benchmark comparisons and general opinions expressed 
throughout the initial part of this review is very important to us so that we can understand 
the natural rhythm of how the business has performed historically and why it is where it is 
today. This historical “look back” means we can project with some certainty what your 
business could look like in the immediate future and beyond. What the business could look 
like in the future sharpens the focus and motivation to implement the changes 
recommended. 



Broad Observations based on…..
100 firms advised 
500 staff members interviewed
8,500 individual client “mapping” sessions with over 100 advisers
Recurring Revenue increased by over $9,000,000 collectively & continuing….

The following comments are statements of fact based on data and intelligence gathered this past 6 years;

1. The average planning business delivers outstanding service to clients but still struggles to articulate value
2. The average planning business has over 18% of recurring revenue that is now banned – in many firms this is their entire profit 

margin
3. The average firm delivers a normalised profit margin of 26% but more than 50% of this is “Low Quality”
4. The average number of “active” clients per adviser has come down from 200 to 125 over a 5-Year period & continuing…
5. Very few advisers adequately pass the “explain your value and what do I get for the fees I pay” test, without missing key value 

inputs
6. Client segmentation is distinguished primarily by the number of meetings a client receives – why segment then?
7. Firms that charge clients via a % of FUM fee model will be an absolute minority, (if not fully extinguished) within 5 years 
8. CSO’s or CSM’s know exactly which clients are unprofitable to a business – but no one asks them
9. FACTS and EVIDENCE supporting value delivered to clients must be captured and relied upon to set and amend ongoing fees 

annually
10. An emerging valuable “metric” of advice businesses is the number of active clients per total staff – this is a “cover” metric
11. Clients forget very quickly about the great advice moments their adviser has achieved for them – and they need reminding
12. The greatest failure of most advice businesses is that ongoing clients are not being “re-connected” to the reason advice was 

important when they initially received it, why it remains important now and why it will be important for the long-term – client 
resentment over the fees versus value is very real and “good clients” leave if they don’t see value 



Business Overview – About You

XYZ FS is a multi-service business spanning the core wealth management offerings of personal financial advice and risk insurance advice 
where the majority of ongoing revenue relates to personal financial advice.  

Revenue has grown steadily through the review period with underlying profit constrained when business metrics are normalised.

On a normalised basis the business is reliant on upfront revenue and “un-controlled” revenue exposed to banning legislation. Many firms are 
similarly positioned to XYZ FS.

In comparison to the top performing firms managing a similar number of clients and ongoing revenue, XYZ FS is potentially 1.4 FTE staff 
over-employed. Whilst at a comparative level this is a simple test, the service delivery side of XYZ FS (especially to its top service categories) 
eclipses that of comparison firms and we consider this a strong positive. 

There is substantial evidence on review of XYZ FS that clients are not paying a fee commensurate with the level of service delivered by the 
team. 

A core objective of the Peloton iDELIVER implementation strategy is to deliver the business to a “safe harbour” through a detailed process of 
exposing “service and value evidence” for every ongoing client in the business. 

This needs to be reconfirmed annually to arrive at a position where clients are paying exactly what they should, no more or no less than their 
circumstances define, and this includes delivering a minimum level of profit to XYZ FS no matter the change in circumstances.

We are without doubt standing in front of industry changes that will permanently re-shape the fortunes of wealth management businesses 
where client protection mechanisms are maximised. This means firms must be accurate in the assessment of services clients need as well as 
the cost of providing that service. 



A New Playing Field

The Royal Commission, ASIC and the Government are all instep that fee and service transparency has been lacking in our industry.

As an industry we must rise to the challenge and operate above the bottom watermark that the legislators are determined to impose. We must do 
things differently and create the strongest bond with clients insulated against remedial legislation and regulatory reform. To achieve this, the 
service, value and pricing models must be transparent, flexible and authentic and remain in step with clients throughout their advice journey.

One challenge is to break free from traditional operating models. Many of the models we see “fit” clients into a service model based on what the 
adviser believes the client needs, not always what they really need or want. This is a classic top down approach and we believe it cannot and should 
not prevail especially when service levels may only be distinguished by how many meetings a client is entitled too.

Service offerings need to be fluid and flexible where some years the service requirement may be intense and in others, it may follow a predictable 
rhythm. This means we must engineer more flexibility in the ongoing client engagement. 

As the valuation metrics reset permanently for our industry, comprehensively servicing clients at a pricing point that delivers a standalone profit per 
client is becoming more and more critical to future maintainable earnings and therefore business value. 

Most financial planning businesses cannot accurately calculate a cost to serve rendering many pricing models ineffective and worse, purely 
“guesswork”. This cannot continue. Given your preferred pricing model, you will not be able to calculate accurately whether a client group is very 
profitable, breakeven or unprofitable.

Adopting a new service, value and pricing model (and charging a fully fixed fee) will improve your business materially by first addressing the 
unprofitable existing client relationships and secondly ensuring you are pricing new client relationships accurately and profitably. 

Based on the information you supplied, we estimate that the business could reasonably and successfully add between $120k - $160k (ex GST) of 
“net” recurring revenue from existing “active” clients within a 12-month period with very minimal client losses (if any). 
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Revenue & Profit Margin Assessment

Flat Revenue figures in FY2015 – FY2017 are contrasted with 
the strong Revenue growth in FY2018 & FY2019. A small 
acquisition helped propel results in FY2019 and FY2020. 

On a normalised basis, the Profit trend is negative with both a 
decline in Operating Profit ($) and Operating Margin (%). 

Note 1: Normalisation of  historical financial results of every business we advise is 

a critical and necessary function. It reflects the real performance of the business, 

relegating conflicting or distracting elements to the background. It can however 

be challenging to hear or read. We take great care in normalising the results of 

the firms we work with, but they are necessary. 

Note 2:  All Director Fees and Director Superannuation expenses have been 

removed and replaced by a salary package of $180K p.a. for Des. This has been 

added to each year under review.  This is considered conservative.

Note 3: Leave provisions have been ‘smoothed’ by averaging them across the 5 

years. 

Historical Revenue & Profit Margin %
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Profit Margins – Industry Benchmarking

Apart from FY2015, Profit Margins are below the industry 
average, with significant year-to-year variance.

Most expense categories (Corporate Costs, Premise Costs, IT 
& Telephone Costs, Employee Costs etc) have risen at a much 
greater pace than Revenue resulting in a profit squeeze. 
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Profit Margins – Peloton Firms Comparison
Profit Margins: All firms who have undertaken a Peloton iFOCUS review
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Growth Rates – Revenue & Profit

Revenue Growth Profit Growth
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Growth Rates – Revenue & Profit (cont’d)

Revenue has grown over the 5-year period but has not kept pace with rising expenditure.

Revenue has increased by $265K since FY2015, whilst expenditure has risen by $451K in the 
same period. We may interpret this as the business not focussing on the profit side of the 
equation while growing, with an assumption that the business may simply “trade” its way into a 
better profit position.  

We urge you to run this same calculation each year as it provides a clear picture of business 
performance and helps to focus your attention on what needs to be fixed.   

FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 Change

Revenue $758,924 $767,470 $766,225 $857,616 $1,023,953 $265,029

Expense $535,095 $633,470 $679,423 $915,591 $986,630 $451,535

Operating Profit $223,829 $134,000 $86,802 -$57,975 $37,323 -$186,506

Diff %

Revenue CAGR 211%

Op. Profit CAGR -692% -70%

Your Firm

7.8%

-36.1%

Top 20% Benchmark

2.5%

6.1%

Profit Margin on 

new Rev. %



Revenue Analysis by Division
Revenue Breakdown as % of Total Revenue

WEALTH UPFRONT

7.0%

WEALTH ONGOING

85.5%

RISK UPFRONT

3.0%

RISK ONGOING

2.0%

REBATES & PRODUCT 

COMMISSIONS

2.4%

ALL OTHER REVENUE

0.1%
We have ESTIMATED your Revenue Breakdown 
from the data we received noting there will be 
some variance. 

Your business is comprised of valuable and 
controllable ongoing revenue primarily related to 
your ongoing financial advice service. Remaining 
revenue is upfront as well as a small contribution 
from risk insurance fees 

Around 12% of your business Revenue is derived 
from lower-quality sources – upfront or one-off 
Revenue, Product Commissions etc.



Quality of Revenue
Upfront vs. Ongoing Revenue as % of Total Revenue Base Solvency Analysis
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$37,300 
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The chart on the right highlights the contribution of Lower-Quality Revenue (e.g. one-off revenue and grandfathered revenue) in 
comparison to the profit result. At present profit is fully reliant on Lower Quality Revenue and Ongoing Revenue does not cover Ongoing 
expenses. This is a clear indication that your ongoing pricing model needs to change.

We do not suggest that focus shifts away from new business activity as it is critical for growth, but there should be an equal focus on 
improving ongoing wealth revenue, which you can fully control.

The financial structure of wealth management firms need to move towards a more secure, predictable and controlled environment where 
the impact of regulatory or legislative change is minimised.
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Peloton Top 20% Benchmark 
The Peloton Top 20% Benchmark is a collection of metrics & data points used as yardstick to compare an individual firm to the 
Top 20% of firms we have either advised directly or obtained data on.

In includes firms that have undertaken a full iFOCUS review AND have achieved normalized profit margins in the Top 20% of all 
firms reviewed (currently equating to normalized profit margins >31%). 

For relevancy, we limit our universe of eligible firms to only include those we have reviewed in the last 5 years. This ensures our 
Benchmarks capture industry trends (such as the impact of the Royal Commission). 

It includes firms that deliver sustainable & significant profit margins. We measure you firm against these Benchmarks to identify 
the strength(s) of your model and/or areas that require specific attention & focus. 

We never focus on one particular benchmark - rather it is the combination of results that combine to tell the story of what is 
happening in the business.



Key Benchmarking Metrics
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48 39

Active Clients per adviser Active Clients per support staff Active Clients per total staff

Active Clients per Staff Metrics

Top 20% Benchmark Your Firm

$510,000

$250,000

$150,000

$875,000

$141,000 $115,000

Rec. Revenue per adviser Rec. Revenue per support staff Rec. Revenue per total staff

Recurring Revenue per Staff Metrics

Top 20% Benchmark Your Firm

Variables Used

# Support Staff (FTE): 6.2# of Advisers (FTE): 1 # Total Staff (FTE): 7.6

Wealth Recurring Revenue: $875,000# Active Clients: 300

Metrics are based on Wealth Management division of business only.

The data indicates Des is the key adviser on 95% of Ongoing Revenue. We have therefore classified Terry & Guy as 
Professional Support staff. 



Key Benchmarking Metrics (cont’d)

Variables Used

$500,000

$333,000

Average FUM per Active client

FUM per Active Client

Top 20% Benchmark Your Firm

$4,100

$1,800

$2,900

$100

Rec. Revenue per Active client Est. Profit Per Active Client

Revenue & Profit per Active Client

Top 20% Benchmark Your Firm

$93,000

$4,900

Profit per Employee

Profit per Employee

Top 20% Benchmark Your Firm

Business Operating Profit: 

$37,000
# of Staff (FTE): 7.6

# Active Clients: 300

Wealth Management Est. 

Active Profit: $31,900
Active Client FUM: $100,000,000

Wealth Recurring Revenue: $875,000

Metrics are based on Wealth Management division of business only. Metric is based on the overall profit of the whole business.



Premise Expenses
(as % of Revenue)
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We acknowledge that you are 
operating from 2 locations hence 
the higher than average lease 
expense. 



Total Employment Cost Benchmarking

TEC% metric influenced by a range of factors, most 
notably:

i. Salary Levels (underpaying or overpaying)

ii. Staffing Levels (understaffing or overstaffing)

iii. Client Pricing Levels (underpricing leads to lower 
Revenue & therefore higher TEC Ratio).

44%

65%

TEC%

Total Employment Cost as % of Revenue (TEC%)

Your Firm Top 20% Benchmark

Total Employment Cost 

Total Employment Cost 667,000$                                         

Total Revenue (FY2019) 1,024,000$                            

Total Employment Cost % 65%

Board & Executives -$                                      

Management & Support 77,000$                                 

Professional Advice 180,000$                               

Professional Support 254,000$                               

Administrative Support 110,000$                               

Consultants & Other 46,000$                                 

Total Employment Cost 667,000$                                         

Note 1: Professional Advice includes an estimated market value 
remuneration for Des as $180,000 p.a. 

Note 2: “Other” includes Staff Training and Workcover ($3.3K p.a.).



Salary Benchmarking – Support Staff

In general, you appear to be paying support staff (Associate Advisers, Client Services, Admin etc.) slightly above the industry rate –
which can be a reasonable strategy and assist in retaining quality staff and reducing staff turnover. 

The average tenure of your current staff (excluding Des) is 4.6 years, which equates to a staff turnover rate of 21.7% p.a. – this is a 
positive result which is below many of your peers.  

Salary Levels for standardised roles in the Wealth Management industry are benchmarked below… 

Hays Salary Guide 2020 - VIC

# FTE FTE Salary FTE Salary

Practice Manager 1 $77,000 $135,000 -$58,000 -$58,000

Associate Adviser 3 $76,500 $65,000 $11,500 $34,500

Client Services 1.8 $61,000 $55,000 $6,000 $10,800

5.8 $71,800 $74,000 -$12,700

Your Firm

Difference per FTE

Total Potential 

Underpayment

Not all staff are shown, just those in 
“STANDARD” Wealth Management 

roles.

The Practice Manager role within the Hays guide is 
typically a business with revenues greater than $1.5mil 

and managing more than 12 FTE



Staff Level Benchmarking

You are employing about the same number of staff members as is typically employed by a Top 20% Benchmark firm supporting the same 
level of Recurring Revenue. 

Some of your support staff will no doubt transition into full adviser roles in the near-term, aligning this benchmark further. 

Your Firm FTE

($0.9m Recurring Revenue)

Advisers 1.0 2 -1.0

Support Staff 6.2 4 2.2

Other 0.4 0 0.4

7.6 6 1.6

Top 20% Benchmark FTE 

on $0.9m of Recurring 

Revenue Difference



Client Fee Levels
You provided a SAMPLE of your client list comprising 39 client groups (e.g. Husband and Wife counted as 1 group)…..

# Active Clients 39

Aggregate Ongoing Revenue $229,000

Aggregate FUM $31,053,000

Fee as % of FUM 0.74%

Average FUM per Client $796,000

Average Ongoing Rev. per Client $5,900

Your sample client data has an Average FUM per Active client of ~$796,000.

For a client base of this size, we would expect an Average Ongoing Fee per Active client 
of around $7,000 - $8,000 reflecting the rising costs associated with delivering a 
comprehensive ongoing advice service. The shortfall is substantial and unless clients are 
receiving a lower service, this needs to be fixed.



Total Employment Cost - Summary
TEC% at your firm is 65%, which is high compared to the Top 20% Benchmark of 44%. 

The high TEC% appears to largely be due to a combination of:

Higher employment spend than normal due to Terry and Guy being transitioned into adviser roles, whilst the business 
remains highly reliant on Des. 

Underpriced Clients

Staff numbers seem generally okay, based on the circumstances & HR structure in operation.

If the Underpricing issue is addressed systematically, it will benefit you twofold:

Increasing Recurring Revenue and Re-establishing consistent profitability. 

Tightening & building efficiencies in client servicing models.

This will assist in freeing up any excess staffing capacity & giving the resource to pursue further growth.
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Recommended Strategy
1. Convert the current fee model to a “Service, Value & Complexity” Fixed Dollar Fee Model.

2. Unlock the latent value existing within the business.

Your Active Client Group SAMPLE data is again summarised below: The industry still pivots around a 1.0% of FUM pricing yardstick.

A FUM based fee does not provide any degree of accuracy to price at one end, the 
complexity of some client's circumstances and at the other end, the simplicity of some 
client's circumstances. 

Your average ongoing fee per active wealth client on the SAMPLE is $5,900 or 0.74%
of FUM using a percentage-based reference.  

The probability of some clients being charged too much is minimal (but there will be 
some)

The probability of some clients being charged the right amount is minimal (most probably 
10%-15%)

The probability of some clients being under-charged is material (there may be many)

# Active Clients 39

Aggregate Ongoing Revenue $229,000

Aggregate FUM $31,053,000

Fee as % of FUM 0.74%

Average FUM per Client $796,000

Average Ongoing Rev. per Client $5,900



The Peloton Curve
Peloton Curve - Proprietary model developed to determine appropriate fee level for a given client group.

Maps average relationship between FUM & Fee Levels for Top 20% firms in the industry. 

Top 20% Peloton Benchmark firms typically have at 

least 50% of client base priced at or above this curve.

The Peloton Curve
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The Peloton Curve and Your Clients
Using client data provided, we mapped your firm’s client base with the Peloton Curve below:

The Peloton Curve and Your Clients
(clients with FUM <$3mil shown)
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Your Clients with Peloton Curve Pricing
We have replotted your Client Segments on the Peloton Curve:

Your Client’s plotted on The Peloton Curve

On this small client sample, 
under Peloton Curve Pricing your 

Recurring Revenue would 
increase by 25%!
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Current Pricing vs. Peloton Curve Pricing

Pricing Method
Number of 

Clients
Average Fee $ Total Fee Fee as % of FUM

Current 39 $5,900 $229,100 0.74%

Peloton Curve 39 $7,400 $287,100 0.92%

Difference $1,500 $58,000 0.18%



Evolving Fee Models – past, present and future…..

Our industry becoming a 
Profession may be viewed 
through the lens of an evolving 
pricing model

A pricing model that can 
accurately price value and 
services including profit is 
essential

Pricing models must be able to 
flex with client circumstances

Flat % of FUM 

(proxy was 1%)

Tiered % of FUM

(accommodate higher 
FUM balances)

Combo: 

% of FUM + Fixed $

(having a bet both ways) 

Fixed $ Segments 
Gold, Silver, Bronze..

(get serviced the same) 

Client Needs Fee Model 
Value & Complexity 

Pricing 
(creates alignment)



Pricing is a Layered Multi Factor Approach

Intangible Service Fee

(the impact of valuable advice)

• Qualified, Trusted Adviser who pro-
actively contacts me (“Peace of Mind”).

• An ongoing, continuous relationship 
(“my adviser knows me, my concerns, 
my challenges and my needs”).

• On demand availability (“my adviser 
will be there for me in a personal or 
financial crisis be it planned or 
unplanned”).

• Active assistance to achieve goals (“My 
adviser has my short- and long-term 
goals always in focus”).

• Getting my affairs in order so I live a 
life of my choosing.

Tangible Services 

(services to make it happen)

• Recurring Goal and Strategy Meetings

• Portfolio Management

• Risk Assessment and Asset Allocation 
Advice

• Ongoing Management (oversight) of
Insurances, Estate Planning.

• Superannuation and/or Pension Advice

• Responding via Phone Calls, Emails, 
Letters

• Additional Meetings and/or Reporting
(formal and informal).

• Administration and Implementation

Complexity & Additional 
Value-Add

(too often left out of pricing)

• CFO Management & Co-Ordination of 
Client Affairs

• Projections, budgeting, cash flow 
management

• Group Structure Advice, Business Advice, 
Taxation Planning

• Intergenerational advice across family 
members

• Philanthropic and charitable structures 
to enable a giving back to community etc. 

• Aged Care Advice, Centrelink Assistance

• Complex Assets

• Unique Circumstances where 
Premiums/Discounts are warranted.

Defensible 
Tailored 

Advice Fee



Establishing a Fee Model (Example)

Each Service / Value-add is 
priced across 3 levels of 
complexity: 
MINIMUM, MODERATE or 
MAXIMUM

Pricing Points are established for 
each Service and Value-add your 
firm provides. Not all clients 
need all services, but it 
showcases the extent of your 
capability. 

Investment services should be 
“unpacked” and priced according 
to what you deliver. All clients 
will be reviewed for their asset 
allocation position for example.

Service, Value and Complexity Pricing Model MONTHLY Price (ex GST)

MINIMUM MODERATE MAXIMUM

INTANGIBLES – What Really Matters Fixed $ Levels (per month)
Base Retainer fee for client engagement
(Qualified, Trusted Adviser who gives "Peace of Mind")

$100 $200 $400

TANGIBLE SERVICES Fixed $ Levels (per month)

Ongoing Strategy & Advice Review Meetings $50 $100 $200

Ongoing Administration, Implementation management & Advice preparation $50 $100 $200

Portfolio Management Recommendations & Implementation $50 $100 $200

Ongoing Risk Assessment & Asset Allocation Advice & Implementation $50 $100 $200

Superannuation and Pension Advice & Implementation $50 $100 $200

Personal Insurance Needs Advice & Implementation $25 $50 $100

Estate Planning Advice $25 $50 $100

COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT Fixed $ Levels (per month)

Group Structure Management $50 $100 $200

Projections, budgeting & cashflow Management Analysis and Advice $25 $50 $100

Tax Planning & Review $50 $100 $200

Other Assets, Direct Shares and External Assets Advice $50 $100 $200

Debt Management Advice $25 $50 $100

Centrelink Advice $50 $100 $200

ADDITIONAL VALUE-ADD Fixed $ Levels (per month)

CFO Management & Co-ordination of Client affairs $50 $100 $200

Intergenerational / Family Advice & Support $50 $100 $200

Philanthropy & Charitable Interests Structuring & Advice $50 $100 $200

Business Advice $50 $100 $200

Aged Care Advice $25 $50 $100

Special Projects/Other $50 $100 $200



Service, Value & Complexity Assessment for 
Example Client Group

Price 
(ex-GST)

PER ANNUM

Service 
Provided

Service Level 
Assessment 

ANNUAL
Client Fee
(ex-GST)

Superannuation and Pension Advice & Implementation $600 - $2,400 ✓ MODERATE $1,200

Pricing an Individual Client – The Calculator

For each client, the adviser:

1. Determines whether the client is to receive that service.

2. If yes, then considers the key questions that drive the complexity of 

delivering that service.

3. Then decides whether the individual service delivery will be MINIMUM, 

MODERATE or MAXIMUM.

4. The appropriate fee for that service is determined from the pricing model. 

All service fees are aggregated to determine the total fee package for the 

client group.

5. This process is Repeated across all Intangible Services, Tangible Services, 

Complexity Assessments and Additional Value-Add (see next slides for 

examples).

1

2

3 4



Pricing a Client Example – Melanie (Fictional)

Melanie

Doctor

44

A professional spender. Earns a lot, 
spends a lot. Her professional success 

veils a financial mess. 

FUM: $300,000

Key Service Needs

Portfolio Management

Debt Management

Cash Flow Budgeting

Taxation Planning

Insurance

Personal “CFO”

Service, Value & Complexity Assessment for 
Melanie

Price 
(ex-GST)

PER ANNUM

Services 
Provided

Service Level 
Assessment 

ANNUAL
Client Fee
(ex-GST)

INTANGIBLE VALUE – What Really Matters

Coverage of your wealth management affairs enabling you to live a life 
you chose while giving you peace of mind everything is being cared for.

$1,200 - $4,800 ✓ MINIMUM $1,200

TANGIBLE SERVICES

Ongoing Strategy & Advice Review Meetings $600 - $2,400 ✓ MAXIMUM $2,400

Ongoing Administration, Implementation management & Advice 
preparation 

$600 - $2,400 ✓ MODERATE $1,200

Portfolio Management Recommendations & Implementation $600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Ongoing Risk Assessment & Asset Allocation Advice & Implementation $600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Superannuation and Pension Advice & Implementation $600 - $2,400 ✓ MODERATE $1,200

Personal Insurance Needs Advice & Implementation $300 - $1,200 ✓ MINIMUM $300

COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT

Projections, budgeting & cashflow Management Analysis and Advice $300 - $1,200 ✓ MINIMUM $300

Tax Planning & Review $600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Debt Management Advice $300 - $1,200 ✓ MODERATE $600

ADDITIONAL VALUE-ADD

CFO Management & Co-ordination of Client affairs $600 - $2,400 ✓ MODERATE $1,200

Total Fee (excl GST) $10,200

GST $1,020

TOTAL FEE Per Annum (incl. GST) $11,220



Pricing A Client Example – Damien (Fictional)

Damien

Banking Rep.

36

An up-and-comer with rising salary and 
share-based bonuses but limited other 
assets. Very busy and time-poor. Has 

just relocated from London. 

FUM: $200,000 

Key Service Needs

Portfolio Management

Complex Assets (Offshore Assets)

Taxation Planning

Personal "CFO"

Service, Value & Complexity Assessment for 
Damien

Price 
(ex-GST)

PER ANNUM

Services 
Provided

Service Level 
Assessment 

ANNUAL
Client Fee
(ex-GST)

INTANGIBLE VALUE – What Really Matters

Coverage of your wealth management affairs enabling you to live a 
life you chose while giving you peace of mind everything is being cared 
for.

$1,200 - $4,800 ✓ MINIMUM $1,200

TANGIBLE SERVICES

Ongoing Strategy & Advice Review Meetings $600 - $2,400 ✓ MAXIMUM $2,400

Ongoing Administration, Implementation management & Advice 
preparation 

$600 - $2,400 ✓ MODERATE $1,200

Portfolio Management Recommendations & Implementation $600 - $2,400 ✓ MODERATE $1,200

Ongoing Risk Assessment & Asset Allocation Advice & 
Implementation

$600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Superannuation and Pension Advice & Implementation $600 - $2,400 ✓ MODERATE $1,200

Personal Insurance Needs Advice & Implementation $300 - $1,200 ✓ MINIMUM $300

COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT

Tax Planning & Review $600 - $2,400 ✓ MODERATE $1,200

Other Assets, Direct Shares and External Assets Advice $600 - $2,400 ✓ MAXIMUM $2,400

ADDITIONAL VALUE-ADD

CFO Management & Co-ordination of Client affairs $600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Total Fee (excl GST) $12,300

GST $1,230

TOTAL FEE Per Annum (incl. GST) $13,530



Pricing a Client Example – Rodney & Margaret 
(Fictional)

Rodney & Margaret

Retirees

68

Life is one big holiday. Love having a 
chin-wag with their adviser. Will 

pretty much sign anything you give 
them.

FUM: $1,200,000

Key Service Needs

Portfolio Management

Estate Planning

Service, Value & Complexity Assessment for 
Rodney & Margaret

Price 
(ex-GST)

PER ANNUM

Services 
Provided

Service Level 
Assessment 

ANNUAL
Client Fee
(ex-GST)

INTANGIBLE VALUE – What Really Matters

Coverage of your wealth management affairs enabling you to 
live a life you chose while giving you peace of mind everything 
is being cared for.

$1,200 - $4,800 ✓ MINIMUM $1,200

TANGIBLE SERVICES

Ongoing Strategy & Advice Review Meetings $600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Ongoing Administration, Implementation management & 
Advice preparation 

$600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Portfolio Management Recommendations & Implementation $600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Ongoing Risk Assessment & Asset Allocation Advice & 
Implementation

$600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Superannuation and Pension Advice & Implementation $600 - $2,400 ✓ MODERATE $1,200

Personal Insurance Needs Advice & Implementation $300 - $1,200 ✓ MINIMUM $300

Estate Planning Advice $300 - $1,200 ✓ MINIMUM $300

ADDITIONAL VALUE-ADD

Philanthropy & Charitable Interests Structuring & Advice $600 - $2,400 ✓ MINIMUM $600

Total Fee (excl GST) $6,000

GST $600

TOTAL FEE Per Annum (incl. GST) $6,600



Pricing a Client Example - Summary

Fictional Client FUM Fee (ex-GST)

Melanie $300,000 $10,200

Damien $200,000 $12,300

Rodney & Margaret $1,200,000 $6,000

Ongoing Service Fee matched to Value Delivered….

Smallest FUM, Highest Fee

Largest FUM, Lowest Fee

Rodney & Margaret would price UNDER the Peloton Curve, but both Melanie and Damien would price ABOVE the Peloton Curve. 

The result is commercial (at least half the clients are above the Peloton Curve), but FUM no longer drives the process. 

Each individual client is priced to be individually profitable. Instead of client relationships that are ON AVERAGE commercial – ALL 

relationships are now commercial. 



The Benefits of a Proper Pricing Model
Service, Value & Complexity Pricing 

Average Uplifts Achieved
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With a properly structured Service, Value & Complexity Pricing 
Model your clients know what they are paying for; it is 
transparent, clear and fair.

Service, Value & Complexity Pricing protects your business 
against future regulatory changes relating to financial services 
pricing, as it is based on Fixed Dollar Fees that clearly relate to 
the Actual Services and Value you are providing and breaks 
down exactly what a client is paying for and why.

Service, Value & Complexity Pricing assists firms in articulating 
their “Client Value Proposition” as this becomes clear once your 
Services and Value is unpacked and analysed via the Pricing 
process.

Service, Value & Complexity Pricing also assists firms in 
unlocking latent value residing within their business by 
systematically identifying underpriced services.

The graph to the right shows the ACTUAL average fee uplift 
achieved by firms when they employ Service, Value & 
Complexity Pricing . (The averages include clients who for 
circumstantial reasons were not successfully uplifted).

Firms employing the Peloton Service, Value & Complexity 
Pricing model are increasing Revenue for clients across the 
spectrum – small clients, medium clients & large clients.



Average Projected Uplift: Your Clients
Service, Value & Complexity Pricing and Your Clients
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Current Fee

Current Pricing (no change)

Projected Fee with New Pricing

Number of 

Clients
Average Fee Total Fees

Current Fee 39 $5,900 $229,000

Projected Fee with New Pricing 39 $7,500 $292,000

Total Dollar Increase $1,600 $63,000

Total % Increase 28%

Projected Uplift: Your Clients

If your firm employs Service, Value & Complexity 

Pricing and is equally as successful as the 

AVERAGE Peloton iDELIVER firm, you could 

expect your Recurring Wealth revenue to rise by 

28%.

This is just an AVERAGE; the unique 

circumstances of your firm may dictate a lower 

or higher result. 



Describing Your Fees and Value to Your Clients
A simple, but clear set of statements to your clients is always preferable – here is only one example;

1. Value – Our fee is directly linked to the value we deliver by a highly qualified team whose mission is to understand what 
is important to you. We always strive to deliver value to you throughout our engagement with you.

2. Simplicity - Our ongoing fee structure is clear, transparent, easy to understand and calculate. 

3. Personalised – Our fee will relate directly to services you need; how complex your circumstances are and how you wish 
to engage with us. You will pay a fixed fee that may change as your circumstances change. 

4. Fair – As our fees are tailored for each client, they are fair to each client and they include a profit margin so that we can 
continue to serve you in a manner appropriate to your circumstances.

5. Goal – Our goal is to ensure our services are valuable to you and valued by you. If at anytime they are not, we will seek to 
immediately rectify this or assist you to go elsewhere.

Remember: Just 13% of Australian’s receiving financial advice consider Low-Cost to be an important factor when choosing a Financial 
Adviser (Source: ASIC Report 627 p. 25)



Your Services and Value-add
You have provided a list of Services and 
Value-add you provide to your client 
base. This is summarised to the right…. 

Service, Value & Complexity Pricing Model
% of Clients Receiving 

Service

TANGIBLE SERVICES

Ongoing Strategy & Advice Review Meetings 100%

Ongoing Administration, Implementation management & Advice preparation 100%

Portfolio Management Recommendations & Implementation 100%

Ongoing Risk Assessment & Asset Allocation Advice & Implementation 100%

Superannuation and Pension Advice & Implementation 70%

Personal Insurance Needs Advice & Implementation 40%

Estate Planning Advice 30%

COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT

Group Structure Management 5%

Projections, budgeting & cashflow Management Analysis and Advice 20%

Tax Planning & Review 5%

Other Assets, Direct Shares and External Assets Advice 15%

Centrelink Advice 20%

ADDITIONAL VALUE-ADD

CFO Management & Co-ordination of Client affairs 2%

Business Advice 2%

Aged Care Advice 20%



Your Pricing Model
Using appropriate pricing levels, your Service, Value and Complexity Pricing Model could look something like this…. 

During the iDELIVER, we will confirm each pricing point with 
you and modify as necessary. 

When considering the appropriate pricing level for each 
service, it is important to consider the following:

Time Cost – Most firms must recover around a minimum of 
$200 per hour on chargeable labour to cover the minimum 
costs of delivering a comprehensive ongoing advice offering 
to a single client group – even a client with minimum 
servicing needs.. Add to this the cost of all other “firm” 
expenses and minimum cost recovery will be between 20 –
75 hours per annum per client to drive a good profit margin.   

Value Add – Some firms will have deeper client “coverage” 
measured by the metric of total staff to total active clients. 
This translates as additional support and a deeper client 
experience. Some firms can extend their offering to provide a 
wider coverage area of client support such as a “CFO” 
experience where effectively the business is the conduit and 
Co-Ordinator of all client needs – even external professional 
services. Some firms have specialist qualifications to cover 
areas like executive share schemes advice or “aged care” 
advice. Firms should be charging above time cost for these 
“value-adding” services.

Service, Value and Complexity Pricing Model

MONTHLY Price (ex GST)

MINIMUM MODERATE MAXIMUM

INTANGIBLES – What Really Matters

Base Retainer fee for client engagement
(Qualified, Trusted Adviser who gives "Peace of Mind")

$40 $80 $160

.

TANGIBLE SERVICES

Ongoing Strategy & Advice Review Meetings $20 $40 $80

Ongoing Administration, Implementation management & Advice preparation $20 $40 $80

Portfolio Management Recommendations & Implementation $20 $40 $80

Ongoing Risk Assessment & Asset Allocation Advice & Implementation $20 $40 $80

Superannuation and Pension Advice & Implementation $20 $40 $80

Personal Insurance Needs Advice & Implementation $10 $20 $40

Estate Planning Advice $10 $20 $40

.

COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT

Group Structure Management $20 $40 $80

Projections, budgeting & cashflow Management Analysis and Advice $10 $20 $40

Tax Planning & Review $20 $40 $80

Other Assets, Direct Shares and External Assets Advice $20 $40 $80

Centrelink Advice $20 $40 $80

.

ADDITIONAL VALUE-ADD

CFO Management & Co-ordination of Client affairs $20 $40 $80

Business Advice $20 $40 $80

Aged Care Advice $10 $20 $40



New Pricing Model Revenue Projection
Assuming your client base will need the MODERATE service level on average we can make the following calculation…. 

We estimate that transitioning all 100% of your client base to the new Pricing Model would increase your Recurring Revenue by $239,560. 

Service, Value and Complexity
Estimated # of Clients 

Receiving Service
"MODERATE" Fee 

(per month)
Ongoing Revenue

(per annum)

Base Retainer 300 $80 $288,000

Ongoing Strategy & Advice Review Meetings 300 $40 $144,000

Ongoing Administration, Implementation management & Advice preparation 300 $40 $144,000

Portfolio Management Recommendations & Implementation 300 $40 $144,000

Ongoing Risk Assessment & Asset Allocation Advice & Implementation 300 $40 $144,000

Superannuation and Pension Advice & Implementation 210 $40 $100,800

Personal Insurance Needs Advice & Implementation 120 $20 $28,800

Estate Planning Advice 90 $20 $21,600

Group Structure Management 15 $40 $7,200

Projections, budgeting & cashflow Management Analysis and Advice 60 $20 $14,400

Tax Planning & Review 15 $40 $7,200

Other Assets, Direct Shares and External Assets Advice 45 $40 $21,600

Centrelink Advice 60 $40 $28,800

CFO Management & Co-ordination of Client affairs 6 $40 $2,880

Business Advice 6 $40 $2,880

Aged Care Advice 60 $20 $14,400

. Total Ongoing Revenue $1,114,560

. Current Ongoing Revenue $875,000

. Revenue Uplift Potential $239,560



Expected Outcome (Risk Adjustment)
Having implemented many iDELIVER transitions (as recommended here) there will be client 
scenarios that warrant discounts & exclusions that prevent achievement of a 100% Transition 
success rate.

We therefore adopt a conservative revenue uplift forecast that realistically reflects the project.

While this is prudent, many firms have exceeded revenue expectations due to the comprehensive & 
fair nature of the iDELIVER Transition Project. 

However, every existing client is converted to a fixed fee or a new fixed fee in achievement of the key 
objective to modernise the fee strategy.

Unadjusted Uplift Potential $239,560

Discount due to Individual Client Circumstances 33%

Adjusted Uplift Potential $161,000

Successful Conversion Rate 80%

Projected Uplift Result from Transition $129,000



Service, Value & Complexity Pricing Outcomes 
(Actual Firms)
Results of Firms who have undergone (or are undergoing) an iDELIVER transition to Service, Value & Complexity Pricing:

Note: Uplift Results are 
ACTUAL results 

(not projected results).

Pricing Uplifts Achieved

We are conservatively estimating your 
uplift at $129,000.

This equates to an average uplift of $430 
per client and a 15% Uplift in Wealth 

Management Recurring Revenue. 

FUM RANGE

Average 

Original Fee

Average 

Implemented 

Fee

Average Fee 

Uplift

Average Fee % 

INCREASE 

ACHIEVED

$0M - $1M $4,500 $5,700 $1,200 27%

$1M - $2M $11,800 $14,200 $2,400 20%

$2M - $3M $16,300 $19,500 $3,200 20%

$3M - $4M $17,800 $22,300 $4,500 25%

>$4mil $27,100 $31,800 $4,700 17%
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Benefits of Evolving Your Business Strategy?

Client Value Proposition – becomes clear when the capability of the firm is “unpacked”, 
analysed and clearly restated leading to conviction around what you offer. 

Clarity – the service model and team structures required to deliver the service become clearer 
and focused on value not volume.

Transparency – is unrivaled with clients knowing exactly what they are paying for and why.

Fairness – clients are paying their fair share for the service, no more or no less than they 
should with no client “funding” another client. All clients priced individually.

Improved Cashflow, Profit and Business Valuation – evolving your fee will deliver 
certainty in these key metrics



Recommended Strategy Summary

We believe that your reputation, service model and heritage will be extended and amplified by an ability to incorporate a very 
professional pricing model that is consistently applied and fully values your service offering.  

In summary, the objective of this strategy is to:

1. Incorporate a modernisation of your service, value and pricing model by converting to a client-led service menu capable of 
pricing every client individually while combining all of the service elements you presently provide.

2. Adopt the menu as your go-forward pricing strategy which is market-leading as it allows you to completely differentiate 
one client from another by considering the varying factors of client complexity and service needs which are present in every 
client engagement. This process captures the necessary evidence of service, value and complexity permitting advisers to “go 
deep” if clients or any other party requests more information around how their fee was calculated.

3. Unlock the latent value clearly residing in the business and identified in this report.

4. Peloton will create a bespoke Upfront and Ongoing Service calculator that is linked to all service offerings and complexity 
factors – bringing consistency around the fee model and ensuring that the business follows a systematic approach to the 
setting of client fees. 



P&L Impact of this Strategy

Client data & assumptions used are rigorously verified within the iDELIVER process. 

The improvement in underlying profit is genuine and available to you.

Total Revenue ($) $1,024,000 $1,153,000

EBIT $37,000 $166,000

EBIT Margin (%) 4% 14%

*FY2019

Current P&L*
Post-Transition

(Expected Outcome)
What is shown here is 
the very minimum 
impact of clients 
transitioning



Section

5
Valuation



Valuation Opinion - Now

Assumptions – NPV

Growth Rate: 2.0% Yrs 1-5, 1% thereafter

Discount Rate: 15%

Your lower profitability leads to lower valuations when an EBIT approach is taken.

Therefore, if you sold your business as a stand-alone going concern you may face low valuations such as indicated by the 
Blended Valuation. 

However, if you sold your “client book” into an established Wealth Management business, a buyer would likely purchase 
with the intention to integrate it into their existing cost structure and improve revenue. Despite downward pressure on 
Recurring Revenue Multiples, a buyer of this nature would likely be willing to pay around 2x Recurring Revenue.

We therefore estimate the Valuation of your current business to be in the vicinity of $1.79million (2 x Recurring Revenue 
of ~$896K). 

Please note we do not support ongoing revenue valuations for the fact that this reference is going out of favor with 
many buyers (will be all buyers in 5 years). Therefore the methodology of recurring revenue is only to illustrate the 
effect of transitioning your business.   

Normalised Blended

EBIT Valuation (NPV) $280,000

EBIT Valuation (6x Multiple of EBIT) $220,000

Recurring Revenue Valuation (x2.5) $2,240,000

Your Firm - Indicative Valuation - Existing Business (excludes balance sheet)

$910,000



Valuation Opinion – Post Transition

Estimated Post-Implementation Valuation of 

~$2.05 mil

Based on the recommended strategy, the transitioned value represents our opinion of where your firm valuation 
should be by the end of CY2021; 

The valuation above is achievable & where you should aspire to be if prepared to undertake the change required.

$ Multiple Valuation

Recurring Revenue pre-iDELIVER $896,000 2.0x $1.79million

Recurring Revenue post-iDELIVER (estimated) $1,025,000 2.0x $2.05million

Your Firm – Transitioned Valuation (excludes Balance Sheet)



Section
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Taking Action

Do Nothing Take Action

65%
58%

TEC%

Do Nothing Take Action

$1,024,000 $1,153,000

Revenue

Do Nothing Take Action

$37,000

$166,000

Operating Profit

Do Nothing Take Action

4%

14%

Operating Profit %

Do Nothing Take Action

$1,790,000 $2,050,000

Valuation



Conclusion
Thank you for the opportunity to review your firm.

It is abundantly clear that operating models of the past will not feature in successful businesses of the 
future and it is advisory firms that must lead that change. 

Restructuring service, value and pricing models is an essential element to attain and then remain above 
regulatory scrutiny. 

It is critical that advisory firms take full control of their revenue lines ensuring it is only the client’s that 
ultimately determine success or failure, not the stroke of the legislator's pen!.

By fully exposing the service and value areas of your offering, coupled with a clear process to calculate 
the complexity or simplicity of individual client scenarios, will ensure that the business services clients to 
their exact needs while remaining profitable at every stage of the engagement.

Peloton has a proven track record in safely delivering the strategies, recommendations and revenue 
targets contained in this report and are ready to assist you.



iDELIVER Process – Planning Stage

• Confidential one-on-one meetings with all staff to understand 
responsibilities, operational efficiency, culture & time allocated to 
activity that adds, maintains or provides no value to the business.

• Develop deep understanding of the firm to assist in the 
planning of the iDELIVER program.

Phase 1 Week 1

• Conduct detailed analysis of client data & financials to match a 
fee model to profitability expectations (taking into account risks 
associated with implementation).

• Presentation of a tailored pricing model for consideration.

• Collaborative fine-tuning and adjustment of pricing model to 
best suit the business.

Phase 2 Weeks 2 - 8



iDELIVER Process – Planning Stage

• Develop drafts of implementation tools incl. client service segments, client 
value proposition (CVP), client transition letters & objection handling scripts.

• All staff trained on how to use these tools.

• Commence mapping individual clients (with advisers) to their new 
ongoing fee & communication strategy, including CVP coaching.

Phase 3 Weeks 9 - 10

Phase 4 Weeks 11 - 12

• Finalise implementation & support tools.

• Meet with all staff to provide final training on process.

• Lock down all documents & move to implementation launch.



iDELIVER Process – Implementation Stage

• Meet with all staff 4-5 weeks into implementation to review progress.

• Opportunity to address any queries & provide additional coaching to 
advisers.

• Individually map remaining clients to confirm new ongoing fee & 
communication strategies.

Post Implementation Visits / Video Conferences

• Weekly comprehensive Rolling Update Report & Progress 
Summary, both as a total for the business and by individual adviser.

• Report enables tracking of actual uplift results in progress & 
completed against budget.     

Rolling Update Report  (Weekly)



Thank You!

Questions…?



Advice Disclaimer
The information supplied in this report is in summary form (including Benchmark Firm data) and is 
therefore not necessarily complete. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, 
completeness or reliability of the information. Key observations and issues reflect our current views and 
are subject to change, certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions, which are, in many instances, beyond 
our control.  Should one or more of the risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying 
assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from the expectations described in this 
report.  This is not a due diligence process and the valuation opinion should not be relied upon to 
progress an offer or otherwise used without first confirming the value via a full due diligence process.

End Notes
1. Industry Benchmark data is based on the Charles Schwab survey of >1,000 US Investment 

Advisory Firms with FUM >USD$250M.

2. Your EBIT Margin shown is the average across the period analysed. The US EBIT Margin is the 
average of the operating margins reported in the Charles Schwab Annual Benchmarking Study 
over the previous 5yrs. The Australian EBIT Margin is the average of all firms analysed by Peloton. 
The Peloton Top 20% Benchmark EBIT Margin is the average of Top 20% of firms assessed by 
Peloton.



Appendix: Understanding Benchmarking Metrics

Metric Category: Active Clients per Staff Metrics Recurring Revenue per Staff Metrics Revenue & Profit per Active Client

Method:

We compare the number of Active Clients your business is 
servicing to the number of Staff members currently employed to 
gain greater understanding into the efficiency and depth of your 

existing HR Structure and Service Model, as well as client 
demographics.

We compare the number of Wealth Management Recurring 
Revenue your business is servicing to the number of Staff 

members currently employed to gain greater understanding into 
the effectiveness of your current Pricing Model, as well as the 
efficiency and depth of your existing HR Structure and Service 

Model

Active clients are the core of your business. They are one of the 
business' most important assets, they provide recurring revenue 

and create sustainable business value. But how valuable are they? 
How much Revenue and Profit is each active client generating for 

your business? These metrics help us understand how much 
value you are generating per Active client.

Potential Reasons for 
Outperformance

 Efficient HR Structure / Service Model    Efficient HR Structure / Service Model    Average Client Size = Large  

 Average Client Size = Small    High Fee Pricing    High Fee Pricing  

 Low Touch Service Offering    Low Touch Service Offering    Low Touch Service Offering  

Potential Reasons for 
Underperformance

 Inefficient HR Structure / Service Model    Inefficient HR Structure / Service Model    Average Client Size = Small  

 Average Client Size = Large    Low Fee Pricing    Low Fee Pricing  

 High Touch Service Offering    High Touch Service Offering    High Touch Service Offering  

Metric Category: FUM per Active Client Profit per Employee

Method:

We look at Average FUM per Active Client to get a top-down 
understanding of your Average Client Size. Whilst at the 

individual client level, FUM may be a poor indicator of Service 
Needs, when viewed across an entire client base there is typically 
a correlation between Average Client Size and Average Service 

Needs.

We take the Operating Profit of the business and divide it by the 
number of FTE Employees to help understand the effectiveness 
of the existing pricing level and the efficiency of the existing HR 

Structure.

Potential Reasons for 
Outperformance

 Efficient HR Structure / Service Model  

 Average Client Size = Large    High Fee Pricing  

 Low Touch Service Offering  

Potential Reasons for 
Underperformance

 Inefficient HR Structure / Service Model  

 Average Client Size = Small    Low Fee Pricing  

 High Touch Service Offering  
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Active Client
Ongoing clients that pay a fee and receive some ongoing service and/or clients 

that would acknowledge your business or a staff member as their adviser.

Administrative 

Support roles
Customer Service Officers, Receptionists and other Administrative roles

Bespoke Client
A large and complex client who has a unique and customised Service Fee 

determined based on the components of their service needs. 

Bespoke Pricing

Unique, customised Service Fees. Typically applied to large, complex clients by 

pricing the individual components of their service needs and aggregating these 

to arrive at a customised Fee Level. 

Board & Executive 

roles

Directors and C-Level Executives who are not Advisers that hold primary 

relationships with a material number of clients.

CAGR

The Compounded Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) is a useful measure of growth 

over multiple time periods. It can be thought of as the growth rate that gets 

you from the initial investment value to the ending investment value if you 

assume that the investment has been compounding over the time period.

EBIT
Earnings before interest and tax. Abnormals and non-operating items are also 

excluded from this calculation.

EBIT Margin, EBITDA 

Margin

The operating earnings before interest and tax divided by total operating 

Revenue. Abnormal or non-operating items are excluded from the calculation. 

The EBITDA Margin is used in circumstances when Depreciation and 

Amortisation is deemed to bear little economic relationship to the operations 

of the business. 

EBITDA

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation. EBITDA is used in 

place of EBIT in circumstances when Depreciation and Amortisation is deemed to 

bear little economic relationship to the operations of the business. 

FTE
A Full Time Equivalent employee. An employee who is full-time working 5 days per 

week = 1.0 FTE. An employee who works 2 days a week = 0.4 FTE. 

FUM

Funds under Management, such as a share or managed fund portfolio that is being 

managed by your firm. An asset like a direct property owned by a client would not 

be considered FUM unless your firm provided formal advice on the buying, holding, 

selling or maintaining of this asset.  

iDELIVER

The iDELIVER is the second incredibly focused stage, naturally following on from 

the iFOCUS. Just as you are to your clients, we become your trusted advisor, as we 

see our recommendations through. Talking with your staff. Understanding your 

clients. Designing and implementing the strategy. Sitting as an advisor to the 

business during this period. We help you steer the ship, as it were, back onto a 

good and true course. So that you’re never alone in making change happen where it 

needs to.

iFOCUS
The iFOCUS is a key review of the current state of your business performed by 

Peloton Partners. The key findings are documented in this report. 

Intangible service

A less definitive service provided to your client that is nonetheless valued. E.g. 

Listening carefully to your client, deeply understanding your client and their needs, 

dropping everything to help when your client faces a time of hardship etc…
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Low Quality 

Revenue

Any form of One-Off Revenue (see One-Off Revenue definition) as well as Product and 

Platform payments (Commissions, Volume Bonuses, Rebates) received which are not 

Fee-For-Service payments and the firm has no obligation to provide any ongoing 

service to the client in order to receive them. One-Off Revenues are deemed Lower 

Quality as they cannot be relied upon to recur in the future and therefore have a 

limited impact on business valuation. Product and Platform payments are deemed 

Lower Quality as they are under increasing regulatory scrutiny and no longer seen as 

an appropriate 'best-practice' - they are under pressure to be eliminated and cannot 

be relied upon to recur perpetually in the future and therefore have a more limited 

impact on business valuation. 

Management & 

Management 

Support roles

Employees that do not directly perform client work and are also not executives or 

board members. E.g. a Practice Manager or any Operations, HR, Marketing or IT 

Support role.

Normalised

Normalized figures refer to adjustments made to remove the effects of unusual or 

one-time influences. Normalized earnings help business owners, financial analysts and 

other stakeholders understand a company's true earnings from its normal operations.

NPV
Net Present Value, calculated by forecasting future cash flows and then discounting 

these back to the present. 

One-Off Revenue

Any form of Revenue that is non-recurring in nature, whereby the firm 

performs a service and receives a single payment in return. Typically, this would 

include Upfront payments (see Upfront Revenue definition) or non-

STANDARD work performed for a client which falls outside the scope of their 

service agreement and charged to them as an additional one-off cost.

Ongoing Revenue see Recurring Revenue

Operating Profit
Earnings before Interest and Tax after normalisations and excluding any 

abnormal or non-standard items.

Passive Client

A client that receives no ongoing service, such as a legacy platform or product 

client or a corporate super client where no definable and recognisable advice 

relationship exists. If asked who their Financial Adviser was, these clients would 

be unlikely to name your business or a staff member of your business. 

Peloton Curve
A proprietary model that maps the relationship between a client's account size 

and the level of the client's fees.

Platform

An administrative service that houses your client’s assets, providing 

transactional, monitoring, reporting and other administrative services. 

Examples would include WRAP services, online broking services.

Professional Advice 

Roles
Advisers that hold primary relationships with a material number of clients. 
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Professional Support 

Roles

Qualified professionals who directly support advisers. E.g. Paraplanners, 

Associate Advisers, Financial Advisers in training.

Profit Margin
The operating profit (earnings before interest and tax) divided by total operating 

Revenue. Abnormal or non-operating items are excluded from the calculation. 

Rebates

Product and Platform payments (Commissions, Volume Bonuses, Rebates) 

received which are not Fee-For-Service payments and the firm has no obligation 

to provide any ongoing service to the client in order to receive them.

Recurring Revenue

Revenue received periodically (e.g. every month) on an ongoing basis under a 

service agreement or contractual agreement with the client. The payment is 

typically received automatically each period under agreement by direct debit or 

similar.

Segment
A group of clients at your firm that all receive the same (or very similar) defined 

service offering. 

Support Staff

Professional Support staff such as Paraplanners and Associate Advisers, plus 

Administrative Support staff such as Customer Service Officers and 

Receptionists, plus non-Executive Management support such as Practice 

Managers.

Tangible service
A definitive service provided to your client. E.g. 2 meetings per year, 1 annual review 

report per year, Invitation to 2 functions each year, implementation of transactions.

TEC - Total 

Employment Costs

The total of all salaries, superannuation, bonuses, contractor payments, consultant 

payments and outsourced personnel payments, as well as ancillary employment 

costs such as staff amenities, payroll tax, workcover etc...

TEC % Total Employment Costs as a percentage of Total Revenue

Top 20% 

Benchmark

The Top 20% Benchmark is Peloton's proprietary benchmark developed to assess 

wealth management businesses against the Top 20% of firms operating in the 

financial planning industry. It is a combination of objective and subjective 

observations built out of the knowledge, experience and data compiled by the 

Peloton team in their extensive experience in reviewing and valuing many firms in 

the wealth management industry.

Total Revenue
The Total of Revenue from all sources including Recurring, Upfront, One-Off, Rebate 

and Other Revenue.

Upfront Revenue

Revenue received once and once only when a service is initially provided. Typically, 

this includes items such as a one-off fee charged to provide an initial SOA to a client, 

or a one-off payment for writing/arranging a Risk policy.


